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Car automotive diagnostic tools

Car Battery Load Tester Monitor Digital Tire Gauge Radiator Pressure Tester Tool Pump Tire Pressure Gauge Kit If you have a car, you will deal with car problems and minor repairs over time. If you already know the road around the engine or body of the car, there is some repair and maintenance work that you can do yourself to keep your vehicle on the
road. Here are nine tools to help you with general car repair and basic car maintenance. LogoPRODUCT DETAILS$3.96For the top and side terminalsBUY ON AMAZONYou don't want to get caught up in elements with stubborn machines that won't start. A good corrosion-resistant battery terminal brush is a bargain to keep handy so you can brush those
terminals cleanly, which prolongs life and improves your battery performance. LogoPRODUCT DETAILS34-piece setLifetime warrantyBUY ON AMAZONA socket wrench set is a must for car owners and mechanics. This set of 34-piece chrome DEWALT vanadium sockets (with standard sizes and metrics) is just the right size to store in the back of your truck
or car. You will be happy to have invested in a portable socket set if you are stuck on a backcountry road or highway and need to do a quick fix. LogoPRODUCT DETAILS$17.97Easy-to-read glow dialBUY ON AMAZON Vondior tire pressure gauge is a handy tool to have at home or on the road. The 2-inch glowing dial is easy to read during the day or night.
This gauge helps you keep your tires expanding properly, which is critical to getting optimal performance from your vehicle and improving your fuel efficiency. LogoPRODUCT DETAILS$39.97Comes with barBUY ON AMAZON adapters and extensionsWhen you need to loosen or tighten stubborn bolts, grab torque locks for extra leverage. Tacklife's
lightweight steel torque lock is set in clockwise and counterclockwise rotation helping you apply the right amount of torque in tight or limited engine rooms. LogoPRODUCT DETAILSBUY ON AMAZONDents and dings is unavoidable. This dent repair kit comes with a dent puller, hammer tap-down and everything you need for the pull of a hot glue dent.
LogoPRODUCT DETAILS4-piece setDurable, easy plasticBUY ON AMAZONA set of well-crafted funnels ensures machine fluid flows directly into the space intended to go without spillage. Use this bright orange funnel to help you pour engine oil, coolant, transmission fluids and other vital lubricants into your car or truck. LogoPRODUCT
DETAILS$19.99Heavy-duty constructionBUY ON AMAZONWhen you need to dry engine oil, coolant, or transmission fluid from your ride, you need sturdy oil and a liquid discharge pot. This oil pan is equipped with a back and front handle that is too large to Smooth pour and wraparound anti-splash lips to limit spills. If you are planning for more DIY car repair
and maintenance, a strong oil pan should be yours for your growing car tool shed. LogoPRODUCT DETAILS$7.75Universal match for all enginesBUY ON AMAZONA simple spark plug tester helps you quickly find out spark plugs have a point of defect or poor connection. Once armed with a little more information, you can then clean or replace (using a
magnetic spark plug socket lock) the damaged spark plugs and keep your car engine running in top condition. LogoPRODUCT DETAILSBUY ON AMAZON Autown 62 tire repair kit built to handle all types of tires and tire repair. This portable kit, made from high-quality steel, is a smart purchase for any DIY car repair fan who wants to fix tubeless tires at
home. Not all repairs can be done at home, so an extended automatic warranty is an essential tool to protect you financially in the event of major vehicle damage. To find out if the extended automatic warranty is right for you, check out our guide to the best car warranty companies. Do you find this article helpful? | 2/10 via amazon.comA code reader is a
slightly lower scanner version. It is also plugged into the OBD-II port, but instead of performing a full-service diagnostic, it will only give you a numeric error code. It's up to you to check that code against an online or manual database. Code reader is a great car diagnostic tool when you want something more helpful than a regular Engine Check lamp, but don't
want the details or expenses that come along with a full scanning tool. For a good overview of what cod readers actually deliver and what differentiates code readers from scanners, see this informative article: Using Car Code Reader Diagnostics.Buy now on Amazon. 6/ 10 via amazon.comHas your car been feeling a little sluggish lately? If so, there may be
problems in the fuel system. Debris, leaks, and other potential problems can all cause a decrease in fuel pressure, resulting in reduced power. With the fuel pressure gauge, you can tell if your engine is getting the fuel it needs to perform well. If you find a problem in your fuel pressure, fix it immediately. To prevent future problems, one surprising trick is never
to drive with less than a quarter of a gas tank. Want to know why? Everything is described in this Family Handyman article: 10 Things You Shouldn't Do For Your Car.Buy now on Amazon. Shutterstock/Bobkov Evgeniy Modern 9/10 engine is a compression marvel because it seems like every year car manufacturers manage to pack more items in a smaller
space under the hood. This may be some impressive engineering, but it can cause real headaches for DIY mechanics. One simple car diagnostic tool that will allow you to see hard-to-find and more in-reach areas in your car is a telescope mirror. Simple but Reliably, the telescope's mirror works very well with the telescope's magnets to find out if the
troublesome roar was nothing more than a loose screw that bounced around with every bump in the road. (That's why they made a list of these Tools for DIYers and Pros.) Buy now on Amazon. Originally Published: February 13, 2019 Driving a car comes with the convenience of easy and flexible transportation, but the same can be the cause of many
problems in the form of damage or accidents on the road. Every good driver should prepare for the worst by keeping the basic car recovery tool in the trunk. CanHaving gas cans empty in the trunk will come in handy when you run out of gas and you don't have a tank around you to suck up. However, it is not recommended to store gas in it. A full gas can in
your trunk has the potential to cause a bad fire explosion in a bad accident. If your car breaks down, chances are you'll have to loosen and tighten some screws so you can fix them. Keeping a wrend or screwdriver that can be adjusted in your car will allow you to work on all sizes and shapes of nuts and screws that unite your car. Jumper Cables Your car
battery may run out at some point in your journey. Carrying a jumper cable can be a lifesaver in that situation, and it will also allow you to help other trapped drivers in need, if you encounter it. Portable battery chargers are also a possibility, and potentially more convenient because you don't need a second car to turn on your ignition. Your flashlight may seem
pretty clear and basic, but a flashlight can be a clutch thing to have around, especially when you have to fix something at night or if you need to work on something under your car. A flashlight may be the difference between spending your night in the car and fixing it so you can drive home to your family. Look for something you can master by twisting or
shaking, so you don't have to worry about it running out of juice. Road Flares and Reflective TrianglesInce most of the car damage occurs on the road, car drivers should have flares with them to alert other road users, especially at night, and prevent already bad situations from getting worse. If you don't have a flare, a reflective triangle will work just as well
and can encourage good Samaritans to stop and help. Tire Pressure Measuring The level of tire pressure is something every driver should do on a regular basis. The right level of pressure on tires improves stability and safety, and can even save fuel costs by making your car move more efficiently. The tire pressure gauge will allow you to measure which
tires need to be inflated or deflated, and how much. If you get a flat or broken tire. It is best to immediately change it with a backup. Check from time to time, and make sure you have a tire jack and iron to help you swap it when you need to. Some tires may require an additional key to access—they may not leave your car. If the tire change process is too
crowded for you, there is like Fix-a-Flat, a popular tire inflator and sealer that installs any leaks and at least allows you to reach the next car store. Window Breaker and Seat Belt CutterIn accident cases, you may have to get yourself unstuck from your car. Since seat belts are designed not to be open in accidents for obvious reasons, you should have both of
these items in compartments and not in your luggage so you can easily access them. WaterYou may need to clean up the mess, or wash the dirt off your windshield. You can also use water as an emergency coolant if your engine cooling system overheats. First Aid KitThis is one of those items that should never leave your car. When an accident occurs, the
most important thing in the car is your emergency preparation kit. The right first aid box should have at least a plaster of various shapes and sizes, at least some sterile eye pads, disposable gloves, safety pins, tweezers, painkillers and cleaning wipes. The first aid manual will be better. Duct tapeIf you see any part of your car moving when it shouldn't and
you don't know how to fix it, your best bet for a quick fix might be duct tape until you can get someone to check it out for you. You can also use this to hold bandages and plasters in place in case of emergency injuries. Work glovesWith working gloves, performing automatic grooming tasks may expose your skin to bruises and abrasions. Car parts may also
be greasy or dirty— gloves can keep your hands clean when you apply some elbow grease. ShovelsIf you often drive in snowy or muddy areas, having a shovel on hand to dig your way out of traffic can save you time and money getting a crane. Bonus itemsYou may want to slip some maps if you get lost without a mobile connection. It's also not a bad idea
to have a blanket, allow space, if you've ever had to spend the night on the street, and change clothes if you suddenly rain. Some people keep cash in the car. You never know when it might come in handy, and it doesn't mean it's to be prepared. Prepared.
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